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Law of corresponding states 

(Reduced equation of state) 

van der Waals equation is not applicable to al gases since 

the so called constats 'a' and 'b' have different values for 

different gases. Amore general equation is derived from the 

knowledge of critical pressure (Pc), critical volume (Vc) and 

critical temperature (Tc) 

Let P/Pc=1, VNc= and T/Tc=9 

where , o and 9 are called the "reduced pressure", reduced 

volume" and "reduced temperature" respectively. We know 

Vc 3b 

Pc a/27b2 

TC 8a/27Rb 



1.20 

Substuting the values of Pc, Vc and Tc in van der Waale 
equation, we get 

(n+3/4) (3-1) 80 

The above equation le called the "reduoed equation ot 

stete". It invovles nuither R nor the van der Waals constants 

"a and "b". Hence, it is a general equation applicable to all 
gases. t follows from the equation that "iftwo or mora9 gases 

have the same reduced temperature and reduced pressure, 

they should occupy the same reduced volume". This 

statument is known as the "Law of coresponding stetes 

W Significances of the law jnw 
1. Since the reduced equation of state does not involve the 

constanta "a" and "b", t is applicable to all gases. 

All gases deviate from the ideal behaviour to the same 

extent when they are in the corresponding states. 
2. 

3. The law has a good deal of importance in engineering 

calculations. 

4. Measurement of parameters for the characterisation of a 

gas under reduced pressure and temperature gives reliable 

results. 

5. Liquids are very nearly in correesponding states at the 

boling points in absolute degrees. Therefore, the physica 

properties of liqulds are detemined at their boiling points and 

used to study their chemical constitution. 


